Plan the Future of West Campus!

UW-Madison's West Campus currently has robust research, health care, recreation, and related academics, but there is more we can do with this space. We are looking for new ways to create a vibrant and connected community while using the developed land more efficiently and enhancing the natural landscapes.

Project Timeline

In summer 2022, UW-Madison began reimagining west campus to improve research, teaching, learning, healthcare, and industry connections. This is the first project using the real estate revenue strategy, creating new opportunities to fund the university’s academic, research, and public service mission.

Step 1 (2025-2030):
Replace Biotron facility with research, office, and corporate partnership space.

Step 1 (2025-2030):
Add housing and parking around WARF building.

Step 2 (2030-2035):
Relocate CALS Greenhouses on campus. Add parking, housing, and hotel.

Step 3 (2035+):
Relocate parking from Lot 60 and move track and soccer field to new location.

Step 4 (2040+):
Create research, office and corporate industry partnership space with potential for housing.